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http://powellcenterformedicalethics.blogspot.com/, http://stoptheabortionagenda.com/, capwiz.com/nrlc/issues/ http://pregnancyline.com/

“This People’s Heart has grown Sluggish.” (Acts 28:27)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Assisted Suicide

Twisted Words

If you hear an expression or a phrase often
enough it becomes “normal” and minimized
in its impact. Most teenagers cannot say ten
words without including “like”. It is
meaningless and unnecessary but has
become so common that like everyone seems
to include it in like their speech.
So it is with the words fetus, blob of tissue,
choice, woman’s right, terminate, and so
many others. And with the help of a
complicit media, these words have lost their
meaning and impact.
These redefined words have like diminished
A myth promoted by abortion supporters: our countries’ sensitivity to like abortion,
“Without legal abortion, women will resort infanticide, and euthanasia.
to unsafe, back-alley abortions”. The key _________________________________
word here is “unsafe”.
There is a pro-abortion group, Medical
Students For Choice (MSFC), planning
ahead for the day when abortion becomes Organ donation is a great advance in
illegal. Their plan is to teach doctors how to medical practice. Many lay people do not
perform abortions with a “stealth kit”. Their realize that a donated organ must be “fresh”
workshops are conducted for doctors in and not affected by the deterioration of
training,
death. That means the organ(s) must be
The “stealth kit”, is already in use in Africa removed from the donor very quickly after
where abortion is illegal. The kit contains the death. Minutes is the ideal.
tools needed to perform an abortion in a Those who promote organ donation fully
remote area where there is no electricity or understand this timing and work to conjoin
medical facilities. And this workshop may organ donation with a
be the only training available to produce ready source, assisted
future abortionists.
suicide and euthanasia.
Also, pro-abortion groups are promoting (organ donation and brain
the use of mail-order abortion drugs to self- death,
is
another
induce abortion or by others to secretly questionable conjoining.).
induce abortion in a woman who refuses Westley Smith expands
abortion. These leave the woman without on this issue, bringing home the problems
medical supervision.
which this conjoining causes.
Simply, these are “back alley” abortion kits. _________________________________
The concept is to revert to procedures
which were the original “justification” for
legalizing abortion and were part of the basis
of Roe v. Wade. Their own myth (above) This video and article are absolutely
moving and spectacular. The video is an
declares these procedures “unsafe”.
There really are no limits to which pro- MRI of a 20 week baby in the womb,
abortion supporters will go to ensure they moving and having a great time.
These ten seconds will warm your heart and
can continue to kill unborn babies.
tickle your funny bone.
_________________________________
_________________________________
Six Things You Need To Know
There is law, promotion, reality, and truth,
some of which are hard to come by. In this
article, Nancy Valko strikes at the core
issues. They include pain and suffering,
professional immunity and accountability,
documentation, falsified death certificates,
and discrimination.
It really is things all of us need to know.
_________________________________

Unsafe

Conjoined Evils

Fun in the Womb

Abortion Pill
Chemical abortion is reversible!
Chemical abortion is done with not “a pill”
but a combination of two chemicals (pills).
First is mifepristone which blocks the effect
of progesterone which leads to the death of
the baby. Then, a second, misoprostol, is
required to induce labor.
Abortion Pill Reversal is available to
mothers who change their minds after taking
the pills and decide not to go through with
the abortion.
Hundreds of babies have been saved using
this reversal. Read about ‘Giselle’ who is
now alive and well and part of a very happy
family, and see here for more detail on the
actual process.
_________________________________

How Obvious!
Is it a child or is it not? Here are 307 words
which approach the question from a slightly
different view.
Yes, it really is a child.
_________________________________

Why?
It appears Oregon’s government is not
satisfied with the present participation in
assisted suicide. The legislature is trying
again to pass a bill which will allow
mentally ill people to be starved to death.
Why are the pro-death promoters so
intent on inducing death throughout
every time of life? Perceived overpopulation and personal autonomy seem to
head the list of reasons.
Actually, the increasing removal of God
from society generates thinking which is
built on sand.
_________________________________

Why Should I be Pro-life
If there is a doubt, defer to the action which
has the greatest good.
__________________________________

